


1 Recap day 1 09.00

2 Request to participate & offer 09.10

3 Selection & awarding 09.30

Break 10.30

4 Price schedule 10.45

Lunch 12.00

5 Intermezzo 13.00

6 Negotiations 13.45

Break 14.45

7 One more thing … 15.00

8 Wrap up & closing 15.30

16.00
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How parties see each other needs to align.

Bidding suppliers are in general more 
experienced than the client.

Remember: Objectivity, Transparency, 
Non-discrimination, Proportionate. 

Awarding criteria: best value for money, lowest 
price, lowest costs based on cost effectiveness.

Invest in quality assurance, if budget is limited 
invest at the start instead of the end.

Not losing is as important as is winning.

recap day 1

Try to influence upfront. It’s easier, because:

▪ Customer hasn’t made choices yet.

▪ Tender law in not in effect yet (more room 
to manoeuvre).

Think ahead, ask questions to warrant your 
position and rights.

Devils triangle: time, money, quality.

Preparation determines 75% of your success.

Creating leverage, think ahead, ask questions to 
warrant your position and rights.
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It’s about the suppliers and their past;

Target client: from long list to short list;

Make an assessment for a possible successful 
participation, participations will cost time, money and can 
cause damage with a bad request to participate of offer;

Do not only ask questions about the content of the 
selection guideline, but also about possible omissions 
with regard to the Public Procurement Act; Think ahead.

Tender procedures: not for (multiple) private tenders, 
open procedures, social and other specific services and 
negotiated procedure without prior announcement.

Request to participate
Selection phase
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Request to participate
Selection guideline

• Suitability requirements: for testing the suitability of candidates or tenderers 

• Selection criteria: wishes to limit the number of candidates. Requirements and 
questions. 

• The Public Procurement Act 2012 contains the minimum number of candidates that 
must be invited. In the case of the restricted procedure, this is 5 and in the other 
procedures 3. If the number of candidates meeting the suitability requirements is 
lower than the minimum number specified, a contracting authority may nevertheless 
continue the procedure and invite all candidates who meet the suitability 
requirements to register, but only for as long as effective competition remains;

• Two types of selection criteria:

• financial and economic capacity and;

• technical and professional competence.
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• RTFM: read the documents provided.

• JAT(S)Q: just answer the question, no more no 
less, don’t try to be a smart ass.

• When answering: repeat the question than 
answer.

• Make use of subcontractors, even if it is only to 
meet a single requirements (e.g. ISO27001 
certification);

• Keep an eye on planning, think ahead (RtP
approval).

Request to participate
Answering questions
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• Suitability requirements: do not apply.

• Awarding criteria: wishes to limit the number of 
candidates from a few to (mostly) one winner. 
Requirements and questions. 

• Do not confuse award criteria with selection criteria. 
Award criteria serve to determine the economically 
most advantageous tender.

• Awarding criteria must be related to the scope of the 
assignment.

• The awarding criteria must be applied in the same 
objective manner to all tenderers.

offer
Tender document
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So your answer to a customer question is clearly better 
than the answering guideline.

What should you do … and why?

A. Best is always best so
you submit your better answer.

B. Although your answer is better
you just answer in line with the guideline.

C. You don’t want to risk anything
so you do both

D. You help the customer by pointing out that for the 
next round they should change their answering 
guideline to facilitate better answers.

offer
Question



To win you have to finish. To finish you have to 
stay in the race. So first during selection focus 
on passing the bar (not losing) only than to 
focus on winning in the awarding phase

Think ahead, ask questions to warrant your 
position and rights.

Selection phase ranking no longer matters in 
the awarding phase.

Just answer the question, no more no less, 
in alignment with the answering guideline.

Strategic offers are allowed.
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1) Grounds for exclusion

2) Minimum requirements (knock-outs):

• Economical and financial standing;

• Technical and professional competence; 

• Quality.

3) Selection criteria:

• Economical and financial standing;

• Technical and professional competence; 

• Quality.

Selection & awarding
Selection criteria
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1) Minimum requirements:

▪ Registration letter

▪ Declaration of validity (90 days) 

▪ Program requirements (quality)

▪ Agreement, processor agreement

2) Awarding criteria (main criteria):

▪ Quality

▪ Price

Selection & awarding
Awarding criteria
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The most economically 
advantageous tender (MEAT) will 
be determined on the basis of the: 

Selection & awarding
Awarding principles

1) Best price-quality ratio

2) Lowest price

3) Lowest costs calculated on the basis of 

cost-effectiveness
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▪ All answers to the questions are assessed
using the answering guidelines.

▪ The guideline states which answers to the questions 
are expected and how these are rewarded.

▪ Answering guidelines must be drawn up in advance.

▪ Answering guidelines are provided with the 
questions!

▪ The assessment committee tries to reach consensus 
on the score to be awarded on the basis of the 
guidelines.

Selection & awarding
Answering guidelines
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Selection & awarding
Overview of basic strategies per procedure



Selection phase is about the supplier and its past.
Exclusion grounds, minimum requirements, criteria.

Awarding phase is about the content and the 
future. Minimum requirements, criteria.

MEAT (most economically advantageous tender).

Answering guidelines: basis for assessment of 
offers, shipped with the questions.





Price
Schedule
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1) Why is there a pricing schedule (goals / intent)

2) Understanding the schedule

3) Tips & tricks
Using the schedule to your advantage

PRICING SCHEDULE
Main concerns / opportunities
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I. To establish a value (number) to be used as “PRICE” 
in the formula to calculate the tender winner.

II. To set prices with regard to contract delivery.

Pricing schedule
Why is there a pricing schedule (goals)
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Quality / Price ratio: 
75% vs 25%

But within the criterion 
price a weight of 100% 
is distributed again.

With 4 items or more 
this always creates one 
or more weak spots in 
the schedule.

Find these and utilize 
them.

PRICING SCHEDULE
Let’s look at some examples
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What is extra brutal…

Supplier C didn’t make it 
to the last two.
Because in the mix of 
Price and Quality A had 
the upper hand.

Had C applied the tactics 
/ strategy of B it would 
have made the cut.

Price / Quality ratio:
25/ 75.

PRICING SCHEDULE
Let’s look at a real life example

Quality score:                          7,5          6,2          6,0

Price Schedule example.xlsx
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PLAY WITH IT
Juggle it. Play with it.
Figure out what works

and what doesn’t.
Get a feel.

take IT apart
Identify the components.

How do they work.
What is their impact

on the price?

TEST IT
Simulate scenario’s.

What’s the weak spot.
That’s where

the “money” is.

Pricing schedule
How to explore it



And if you don’t

understand…

Not to fast since the competitors
are looking over your sholder

The contracting authority
is obligated to disclose



Distinguish: price with regard to awarding 
(which is only a number) and actual prices with 
respect to delivery during contract utilization.

Total weight is always 100%. Distributing this 
creates weak spots. Utilize these.

Price low weight items high! Creates 
negotiating leverage.

Play with the price schedule. 
Scrutinize it to get to know it.

Ask, ask, ask. Client needs to answer. With 
your questions try to define and demarcate the 
content of price items.









During a tender









CLASSIC NEGOTIATIONS

WE AGAINST THEM – OPPOSITE EACH OTHER



CLASSIC NEGOTIATIONS

WE AGAINST THEM – OPPOSITE EACH OTHERWE AGAINST THEM - AGAINST ONE ANOTHER





“Do I understand you 
correctly ….”

“What do you 
mean with …..”
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Questions, ambiguities, 
omissions in the ITT, to 
clarify the offer, further 

fine-tune and clarification

Foundation for the 
relationship. Start of the 

relationship building.

Ensure that an offer is 
obtained.

Negotiations RESULT
Within a tender

CLARIFY ENSURE RELATIONSHIP SECURING OFFER
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Issues will surface anyway …

therefore it is important to:

▪ Limit the number or triggers 

that can cause hassle

▪ Create the tools to deal with the 

fuss later on

negotiations
Target
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negotiations
Process & procedures

Teams: per subject (Solution, Services, Legal, Commercial, HR) a team, subject 
matter expertise to be set up in consultation with the stream lead.

Subjects: depends to Scope of tender. With certainty content I, content II, content 
X, legal, commercial & price.

Planning: the planning indicates on which days which subject will be discussed. A 
standard daily schedule is also often displayed.

Preparation: all involved parties prepare themselves based on the ITT from the 
initial phase, notes of information, the initial tender and the first award decision.

House rules: Regular general household announcements are made such as lunch 
times, smoking, etc.



a) From every negotiation day

b) Before the parties separate, they 

are signed by both parties

c) Formal part of tender dossier

d) Basis for adaptation final ITT 2.0

e) Valid for the entire duration of the 

agreement.
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Identifying detailed topics / aspects that should be 
specifically addressed.

Mark passages, write down questions, take notes.

In the team meetings everything has to be on the 
table and will be the topics / questions selected 
and prioritized.

Formulate the desired outcomes (alternatives) and 
determine the lower limit.

The consolidation of detailed topics / aspects and 
questions are sent to the customer. The customer 
must also be asked to send the topics to be 
discussed by the customer.

Kick-off <date>

Reread documents <date>

Team alignment <date>

Reread documents <date>

Team alignment <date>

Transmission detail of 
alignment aspects to client

<date>

Negotiations PREPARATION
Individually, as a team, back & forth
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Open position choice

Open with statements regarding your own 
interests and stipulate a general vision on 
what needs to be done. The latter preferably 
taking into account both perspectives.

+ Provides maximum room to manouvre.

- Opening positions that are seen as far from 
realistic can affect your credibility and 
thereby adversely influence the relationship.

De opening move

Final choice of position

To come up with a solution right away, 
which you won’t deviate from.

+ You take the initiative, and force the other 
party in a defensive mode.
“The first blow is half the battle”.

+ Creates reputation of resolute seriousness.

- Risks are considerable, difficult to come 
back on somehting without losing face.

- Rapidly evokes resistance.

negotiations

Final position: only if circumstances and 
position of the opposing party are know!
When in doubt choose the “open position”.
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1) Always ask something in return.
Reciprocity effect: “give a little take a little".

2) Wait as long as possible.
Concessions at a later in time generate a biger
impact (the other party has to "fight" for it).

3) Rather one big than many small ones.
Each concession granted feels like a reward 
and rewards stimulate behaviour (kudos).

4) Let the other party do the first concession 
on an important topic, if you are forced to 
start  use a less important topic.

5) The provisional concession.

6) Ask for a concession.

The concession (bargaining)

Pitfall: Multiple suppliers
one agreement

Each concession with supplier A is
also a concession with supplier B.

Because the customer needs to send out
one and the same contract to both suppliers.

negotiations
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Always happens ... and it’s valuable.

1) Signals the real boundaries / limits. 

2) Is quite often a test to see how serious the other 
party is (test of perseverance). 

3) Forces parties to be creative. 

4) Makes the outcome more valuable.

Action alternatives:

a) Suspend.

b) Summarize / overview of positions/interests.

c) Prospect a (possible) concession (“what if…”).

d) External intervention.

e) Postpone until later / put on hold.

The deadlock

Pitfall: the compromise

Can break the deadlock.
Is pleasant / comfortable.

Serves the interests of all parties.
.... but is rarely the best choice.

Pitfall: repetition of moves
& coming back on agreed items

Repetition without added value takes time
and generates annoyance / frustration.

negotiations
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▪ Alternatives are a MUST!

▪ They provide room to manoeuvre which 
the other party recognizes and wants to 
use.

▪ Try to find out what the other party 
(really) wants, finds really important.
(listen & understand).

Develop alternatives (upfront & during)

negotiations
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Shift the balance of power by belittling the 
other party. E.g. by showing him / her that 
certain standards of decency or expertise are 
being violated. 

Demonstrating self-confidence, asking 
rhetorical questions, alternately showing 
empathic and rude behaviour, bluffing (if so 
call it), pretending greater independence than 
is credible, insinuating language.

Rarely generates a long-lasting effect.
But does evoke frustration and irritation

and has an adverse effect on the relationship.

Manipulations

negotiations

In other words: DON’T DO IT
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1) The client is your host, treat them as such,
show respect, be polite and correct.

2) First reception preferably informal. So not behind 
the table but walk around.

3) If you can you show appreciation, do it
(but don’t overdue it, it needs to be sincere). 

4) Show respect, at all times: listen and respond to 
the other parties remarks/concerns.
Showing respect is not the same as being humble.

5) Provide assurance to the participants:
▪ In general no surprises;
▪ Be on time;
▪ If you bring new people always announce 

this upfront and introduce them;
▪ Provide your agenda points upfront;
▪ Respect the end time;
▪ No deviations without mutual consent.

.

Building a constructive atmosphere

Pitfall: threaten / blame / accuse

Pitfall: behave as a typical supplier

Pitfall: manipulate

negotiations
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1) Courtship

2) Exchange positions
(interests, vision, principles, no go’s)

3) Explore & elaborate
(ask questions, listen and want to understand)

4) Recess
(internal consultation, verify (new) info)

5) “Bargaining”
(bridging differences / ask and offer concessions)

6) Transaction
(reach & record agreement)

The process is iterative!

negotiations
Phasing

Two steps
forward

one step
back.
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Restrict your arguments!? Less is more.

Ask questions ... that's how you get to know 
something.

Consider 2 suppliers 1 agreement.

Difficult topics first. START WITH PRICE!

negotiations
Tips & tricks
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Concept based on contrast.

negotiations
Good cop bad cop

Question: So whom to watch?

Used when buying a TV.

Used when you ask us the hourly rate of a consultant.
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Same principle

Not so much “in your face approach”

Friendly negotiator in terms of behaviour

But from a content perspective he/she switches 
between acting good and bad.

negotiations
Good cop bad cop, in one person
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Mirroring by repeating words
Helps to connect peoples thoughts. 
Advantages: better understanding of what the other is 
trying to say, gives you more time to think.

Good mood facilitates brain activity
Learn to flip the happy switch inside the other persons 
brain. Intentionally put the in a good mood.
Tone of voice: late night DJ works ok
Advantages: both parties act smarter and like each other.

The F-word in negotiations
Is “fair”. Also called the “F-bomb”. 
“We have given you a fair deal”, what does this do with 
you?
Flipside: person using fair to sincerely express that you 
have been to aggressive so far. Either walk away from a 
great deal, or hurt you during implementation.

negotiations
Mirroring and other “tricks”



Negotiations = clarify, build relationship, 
secure offer. Price is NOT negotiated. 

Negotiations: no power showdown.

Opening move: final vs open. 
Concession, always ask something back. 
Develop alternatives, don’t manipulate.

Foster a constructive atmosphere.

Restrict your arguments. 









Paralyzes the other
Does not support creativity

Think: 
open position / dialogue





















See you soon!


